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April 1, 1967

To His Excellency the Govern or and to the Honorable Senate
and House of Representatives:
I have the honor to render the fifth Annual Report of
the Division of Industrial Accidents, which is prepared in 'Jaccordance with section 4 of Chapter 152 . of the General
Laws, ,as amended by Chapter 611 of the Acts of 1961, which
provides - that "The Chairman of the Division shall on or before April ' first ·make · an annual report to the Governor an4
General .Court covering the ' work of the Division for the
..........
preceding', calendar · year ~ It '
.
.
•
....r.
In ' compliance therewith, this report "reflectin g the '
activity ~ of the Divisio~ for the year 1966 is respectfully
submitted. :' " .... :'" . '
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In>' the" course of the p as t <year, 245:,006 reports
injury· were received :t~.· " ~:.,: ,
·"to
. -::- ..~~...

(l.. . .-

Requests for hear ing b y claimants. t otalled 5 ~ 280, and ,
by insurers, ' l ~ 079 ~" a tota r-request' figure of 6,359. Dul';inq the -same " period; the, insnrance industry voluntar i ly
accepted ,.~35 ·, 941- cases without . litigation.
Eighteen thousandfour . hundr ~d twen ty-nine case assign
made in thefollowing categories: Hearings,
8,06-5;- Reviews, ~ 487 ~ ' and ' Con ferences ,9,887 . , Two thousan d
three- hundred ·thirty-'one formal' sitting s : were initiated "
from which ass,ig:unents -1, 107 'formal decisions issued. Section 48 settlement s totalled 5,848. · In all, by means of

ments ·~were

.'
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lump sum, hearings, and conferences, the Board disposed of
8,103 units of business.
Postponements aggreqated 2,561.
At the close of 1966, there were 4,935 cases unassigned
and 1,015 cases assigned, but not heard.
Several of these cited fiqures deserve special comment
because they reflect either trends or problems.
For example, the number of reported injuries is markedly
on the increase. As stated, in 1966, 245,006 reports of
injury were received; in 1960, six years ago, this figure
was 12,754 "less.
Requests for hearings, i.e. legal forms which activate
a claim before the Industrial Accident Board, as is the
case with injury reports, are on the rise. In 1960 there
" were 5,923 such requests; in 1964, there were 7,168; in
1965, there were 6,312; and in 1966, there were 6,359.
Another figure "worthy of note, because it suggests the
growing cost of workmen's compensation is the number and
value of section 48, or lump sum, settlements. " In 1960,
there were 5,457 such settlements, and in 1966, there were
5,848 - a difference of only 391 cases. It is to be noted,
however, " that the aggregate do11~r volume increased from
$12,483,813 to $19,919,535, a difference of $7,435,752;
a small "increase in number, a major increase in cost. In
summary the raw figures demonstrate a rising accident incidence, a growing volume of litigation, and a concomitant
increase in cost.

",

The large number of postponements, patently a troublesome problem, will receive attention in a subsequent section
of thi s report.
GENERAL OBSERVATIONS
The massive functional and public responsibility of the
Industrial Accident Board is not generally well understood
conversely , it is ofter. badly misunderstood.
In the hope

(
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that this report may contribute to a broader understanding
of this responsibility, the following observations and facts
are respectfully submitted:
PUBLIC RESPONSIBILITY. As previously stated in the .
year 1966, 245,006 reports of injury were received; 6,359
cases were contested; 35,941 cases were voluntarily accepted
by the insurance industry (this acceptance figure includes
self-insurers and the Commonwealth); and 19,080 hearinqs or
conferences were ass'igned to Board personnel.

j

This last figure, i.e. the assignment. figure of 19,080
units of business to Board personnel, is patently significant because of the human activity which each case generates.
Indeed, it has to be obvious that each case assigned, large
or small, triggers an extensive and complex human interplay
involving potentially the le9al profession, the medical
profession, the insurance · industry, self-insurers, . 'hospi t:als,
clinics, physiotherapists, . pros~~etic appliance manufacturers,
claimants, and employers. Each conference will average three
people and a hearing many more.
FUNCTIONAL RESPONSIBILITY. Th~Board manifestly has · a
heavy functional responsibility in dealing with a volume of .
litiqation which stems from t he six to seven thousandrequests for hearings which it receives every year.. On the ....
other hand, before assessing a · judgement in this matter, two
considerations should be carefully weighed: First, that the
overwhelming proportion of· cases are either voluntarily ac- ·,
cepted at an early stage or are later disposed of b~ confer- ·
ence before a Commissioner. Secon d, the Massachusetts
Workmen's Compensation Act is among the very finest in the
nation, providing, as it does, a structure of benefits
which commence at the moment of employment and extend bevond any death that is causally related to employment.
Parenthetically, in this connection, during the year 1965,
the I nternational Association of Industrial Accident Boards
and Commissions devised a model act composed of twentythree recommended features against which the'. Commonwealth's
legislation measured up favorably in all but one. It
logically follows that an enlightened act with extensive

.'

{
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coverage and benefits must stimulate some legal activity.
One further pOint that is worthy of note before passing
to other matters is that cases on which hearings are requested in anyone year do not reflect in toto new injuries; the
case of any claimant could well be before the Board several
times in the same year. This is the bedrock difference between Industrial Accident cases and Civil cases. Once a
Civil case is decided, there is only the appear process
left. The Industrial case is subject not only to the appeal process, but to frequent reopening during the entire
span of the' claimant I s life and beyond.
BOARD PROBLEMS
The Workmen's Compensation Act and its administrative
instrument, the Industrial Accident Board, together have
stood the demanding tests of fifty-five years of service. ,
Defensible- as this generalization might be, however, there
are problems which require attention. These fall generally
into two areas: volume of litigation and postponements.
VOLUME OF LITIGATION. It is hardly necessary to underline the point that the principal problem stems from the
growing number of contested cases - a problem in which the
increasing complexity of cases _is equally as incriminating "
a factor as mere numbers. We seem to have entered an era
in which every conceivable type of underlying medical condition and subjective complaint is sought to be related to the
claimant's trauma.
This circumstance is by no means' peculiar to Massachusetts .
Ii.: is sufficiently prevalent tc::> have stimulated a
speci~l national study by a standing committee of the In~
ternational Association of Industrial Accident Boards and
Commissions during the year 1965. The following excerpt
from this study, although national in application, is completely relevant to the Massachusetts picture.

( ."
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"These (additional) filings, in most cases, have to
do with the fact that the adjudication of workmen's compensation cases throughout the years has involved a constant enlarqement of prior boundaries of industrial liability, a never ending expansion of the perimeter of what
is compensatory."
POSTPONEMENT. Postponement constitutes a plaquing
and burdensome problem - a factor that is contributory to
a hearinq delay in a large number of cases. A postponement on the day of hearing is the major problem and is
that element that particularly hampers the operation of
the Board.
It .is to be borne in mind that the Board,
several weeks prior to the hearinq date, had both arranged
for a court house and had assigned a commissioner~ together
with a hearings stenographer, to hear the case. Under the
circumstance, the commissioner finds himself sitting in any
one of a number of communities, ranging from Pittsfield to
Barnstable, with nothing before him except motions to postpone.
Principal reasons given in requesting postponement
are twofold - the unavailability of a medical witness . or
the unavailability of an attorney by virtue of assignment
in any court - District, Superior, pr Supreme. There are
several thousand of such postponements annually.
PRE-TRIALS

,

.-

The pre-trial system instituted as a regular procedure
in 1963 continues to be productive and successful. In the
year 1966, a total of 2,911 cases were assigned and 1,223,
a total of 42 percent, were settled or adjusted.
Irt addition to the productiye aspect of this system, it is also
expeditious.
I underscore this last adjective because a
substantial number of the cases resolved by pre-trial in
1966 were cases which became active in 1966.
During the year 1966, the pre-trial system was expanded by combining it with the immediate hearing assignment of any case remaining unresolved after the pre-trial

(j
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conference.' . By way of explanation, under this system, pretrials are held on Tuesday and/or Wednesday of any week,
and the necessary hearings are scheduled ' on the Thursday
and/or Friday of this same week. The system was tested in
every major city of the Commonwealth (except Boston) with
the satisfactory result of a combined city average of case
disposition of 64.8 percent. Even better results are
anticipated in 1967.
PUBLIC EMPLOYEES
The Public Employee Section of the Board continues to
function smoothly. It is abreast of its current workload.
The Attorney Generalis Office, which has , the responsibility
of approving or defending all claims against the Commonwealth by Public Employees continues to give superb cooperation.

..

During the year 1966, 6,391 reports of injury were
filed, which figure represents a decrease of 277 over the
year 1965 (6,668). The Office of the Attorney General and
the Industrial Accident Board approved a total of 1,110
agreements to compensation, an increase of 196 over the
prev ious year. ,
There were 82 cases in which the Office of the Attorney
General executed section 48 agreements subsequently approved
by the Board, representing a total of $203,627.86 which were
also scheduled and paid during 1966.
The Request of Hearings and Conferences, both by the
employee and the Commonwealth processed through this office
aggregated 239.' The ' Commonwealth of Massachusetts appeared
on the daily board schedule, both in Boston and out of town
for hearings, conferences, reviews, etc. a total of 519 times
or an average on a 52 week basis of 9.98 per week.
RECOMMENDATION~

I have suggested in previous years the possible necessity of additional commissioners together with ·the supporting stenographic and clerical employees. In view of the

'-
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rising trend in the number of injuries and the requests
for hearings, I believe that this need now exists. Therefore, it is respectfully requested that two commissioners
plus supporting personnel be authorized for the Division of Industrial Accidents.
It is worth noting that many years ago when the plans
for the State Office Building were developed, the need for
fourteen commissioners was foreseen. As ·a consequence,
the necessary office and hearing room space for fourteen
commissioners currently is available.
CONCLUSION
I wish to advise that at a later time this year the
Division will submit the comprehensive statistical report
which it has published since 1912.
Respectfully submitted,

J. GAFFNEY, JR •

Chairman
JJGjr:cla
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